
A stunning 98% of human DNA is non-coding. Much of this inefficient “Junk” DNA is unused, or no 
longer serves a purpose. Some scientists have posited that perhaps it holds the key to genetic memory, and that by 
reading the genetic memory, people could live through their past lives and gain insight into the world.

One such scientist was Rebecca Stillman, who poured herself into researching this junk DNA in the hopes 
of uncovering where she came from. She was an orphan, and always wondered what her family history held. 
Eventually she succeeded where others failed and using a special machine she called The Mnemosyne she was able 
to delve into the memories of her own ancestors. 

Unfortunately, she learned more than she bargained for. Her ancestry stretched back untold millenia and 
revealed to her a secret war between the forces of man and the powers of darkness. She couldn't believe the things 
that she'd experienced. She saw monsters. And her ancestors had fought them as part of a secret conspiracy 
dedicated to hunting and upholding the Vigil.

Shaken but undaunted, Stillman used the skills and techniques that she learned inside of the Mnemosyne 
to seek out the hidden truth of the world; first she set out to find the things in the darkness, and learn if the 
things she had seen were true. Once she had the blood of an undead parasite on her hands, she knew that there 
was no denying it. The things she saw, the secret history, was true. 

The second thing she did was to seek out the ancient conspiracy. The years had not been kind to it, 
though, and many branches of the secret order were destroyed. Rebecca had found her family, and her purpose. 
She created a more advanced version of the Mnemosyne and began recruiting assassins. She would restore the 
fallen order, and her family would fight back against the things in the darkness once more.

Status
● At this level of understanding, you've undergone the induction and been in one of the Mnemosyne machines. 
By now you know there's a secret war, and you've been through the memories of either your own ancestors or 
those of the other members of the conspiracy. You may purchase the Mnemonic Endowment.

 By now you can't pull away. You're having difficulty telling where you begin and where your ancestors●●●  
memories end. Memories sometimes seep into your real life. You no longer suffer any untrained penalties, and 
gain the Encyclopedic Knowledge Merit once per chapter, for any skill.

 You dream of the past, and see data ghosts in your vision when you're awake. Restlessness may be your life●●●●●  
now, but it comes with it's benefits. You no longer need the Mnemosyne to learn new Mnemonics, only a few 
hours of meditation. Whenever you undergo a trance to look into the past, you gain three dots of mental merits 
that last until the next time you sleep.

New Endowment  Mnemonic:
[STEALTH KILL] When under [STEALTH CONDITION] you can add your dots of Stealth to your attack (or 
maybe just coup de grace).
[MEMORY THING] Due to living through several past lives, you no longer take Untrained penalties or penalties 
for not having a specialty (but maybe still penalties for using modern things? Assassins probably haven't flown jet 
planes).
[REMEMBERANCE] Shit's easier because your ancestors have been in similar situations. Do things by Rote by 
spending Willpower.
[LIBRARY] Treated as having Library merit because you can remember research your ancestors did
[EAGLE VISION] Basically Aura Sight.
[WHITE ROOM] Shank someone and roll Composure + Wits – Resolve to ask [successes] questions.


